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Short Synopsis

0703558839718

30 min 2 15+

Mysterious Heiki - spirits of weapons that take on human form - have appeared all over 
the world. Though they seem willing to follow orders from humans, they long to recre-
ate the battles of the past...

Head to the old battlegrounds once again!

Only you can stop their chaotic actions, Humans against humans,
Heiki against Heiki.



One Sentence Summary: 
Head to the old battlegrounds, once again and take the �ght to your foes in Heiki Strike 
Alternative, a tactical two-player card game with deep strategy, intense action, and competitive 
gameplay themed around mysterious “Heiki” spirits!

Elevator pitch:
Heiki are the mysterious spirits of weapons and vehicles come to life - in the form of cute anime 
girls! Players build an army of Heiki spirits, joining either the Axis or Allies forces and battling 
their opponents to ensure victory! Gain Land, Sea, and Air Superiority by deploying correspond-
ing tanks, aircraft, warships and more. Defeat enemy units to claim battlegrounds - the �rst 
player to capture 3 battlegrounds wins the game!

Unique Selling points (USPs):

Contents:

• WW2 Action - Anime-i�ed war action presented in a unique way - with deep strategic gameplay
and a “�ow of battle” to the player interactions that will delight wargamers and TCG players alike.
• Ship Girls Ahoy! - Heiki Strike takes inspiration from World War 2 planes, tanks, vehicles and weap-
ons - featuring Moe anime characters (“anthropomorphized” vehicles - commonly called ‘ship girls’)
that are a big draw for fans of Kantai Collection or Azur Lane.
• Simple to Learn, Di�cult to Master - Great gameplay that’s easy to pick up - you can start
playing in minutes, but it’s di�cult to master - and there are many strategies you can employ in
building your deck and deploying your units!
• 2-Player Action - Heiki Strike Alternative is a two-player game that can be played quickly, done in
just 30-45 minutes. Perfect for tournaments and competitive play in game stores.

- Heiki Cards (80 Axis, 80 Allies)
- 6 Battleground Cards
- Air/Sea Superiority (1 each)
- 8 Action Point (AP) Cards
- 2 Tech Point (TP) Cards


